
 
What is the purpose of our Geography Curriculum? 

How does Geography promote the spiritual development of each child: 

 
The Geography curriculum at St Bede’s has, at its heart, the desire to ensure that all of our pupils are given the 
opportunity to grow and develop in their spirituality though the study of God’s creations. The Catholic pupil profile 
has been embedded throughout each lesson to enable pupils to contemplate a deeper appreciation of the world 
around them through the study of its people, its places, and its social constructs, building empathy, compassion 
and curiosity from within. 
 
By Implementing the Catholic pupil profile into each lesson, pupils are stretched to consider how and why changes 
have taken places over time, how other people live differently to themselves, and how we can appreciate and care 
for those outside of our community as well as those within it. Thus developing in each pupil, a sense of their own 
relationship with God.  
 
 
 

What is the intent of the Geography curriculum? 

The geography department at St Bede’s is intent on building and developing an ambitious curriculum to challenge 
and stretch all pupils regardless of age or ability. A curriculum that blends seamlessly from first school through to 
high school, which will ensure pupils gain the knowledge and skills they will require not only for their GCSE’s but 
for later life. 
 
In order to achieve this, we have formed good links now with Trinity high schools head of geography to enable us 
to collaborate and improve upon the content we offer at KS3. The impact of which will ensure that from 
September 2021 pupils receive in-depth and inspiring lessons that engage and challenge them to apply their 
knowledge and deepen their thinking. Topics such as Asian adventure and power of Europe have been developed 
to broaden our provision whilst other topics such as extreme climates and global warming have been redesigned 
to ensure they are current, relevant and accurate.  
 
In KS2, topics have also been adapted and some removed on grounds of relevance, to ensure that pupils start their 
formal geography education by gaining and understanding key skills such as locating continent’s and European 
countries in an atlas or on a globe, they then move on to consider the geographical aspects of different cultures 
and settlements in both LIC’s and HIC’s, then in year 6 they move on to consider Geography as the study of climate 
and weather, rivers and environments in their local community. This ambitious learning curve ensures that pupils 
in KS2 appreciate that Geography is a subject in its own right, and that it covers many aspects not only locational. 
 
 
 
How does Geography support the broader development of the child? 

Geography supports the broader development of the child by encouraging them to ask and discuss ‘deeper 
thinking’ metacognition questions, such as why the World was created as it was, why we suffer from natural 
disasters and why we have differences in communities and what is our role in caring for our planet. 
Pupils are regularly exposed to moral dilemmas which they are encouraged to discuss and consider, such as the 
impact of natural hazards and relationships between nations. Pupils develop emotionally through Geography 
lessons by comparing and contrasting what we have in our community with others. Their thinking is always 
challenged and questioned. 
Through Social Constructivism, pupils are always encouraged to develop socially, listening to the views and 
thinking of others, this also supports their wellbeing by encouraging others and being respectful of different 
perspectives. Through their developed academic thinking and extended knowledge of the world, the aim is 
children become more confident in their role in the world and what their perceived vocation might be, 
appreciating opportunities and different cultures. 
 
 
 
 



 

How does Geography link to other subjects at St Bede’s? 
Where possible at St Bede’s we try to keep topics across subjects similar so for example in year 8, pupils look at 
Tourism in geography during the autumn term, this links with the work of the English department where they are 
looking at travel writing and the French department where they look at Holiday vocabulary. 
Some other examples of links to other subjects, 
 
RE and CST- CST is taught in Geography through understanding differences in communities, recognising and 
celebrating diversity in cultures. This is all based on the model of Jesus. 
Maths – Use of graphs for weather and population comparison across all four year groups 
English – Reading articles and other material to improve reading ability which is a current driving factor. Climate in 
Africa topic in year 7 links directly to the English topic where they are reading and studying the book ‘Journey to 
J’Burg’.  
Science – Links to the water cycle in year 6, and Global warming in year 7 
History – Year 5 topic of settlement and Year 6 topic of Local geography look at the history of settlements in 
britain. 
Art – Pupils are given opportunities once per topic to produce work through their creativity such as posters or 
comic/story boards. 
Computing – Pupils are encouraged to use ICT to research as well as present work where possible. 
 

 


